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NOVELTY PRINTERS is proud to offer one of the largest selections of golf balls  in the industry. Our 2018 catalogue features over 
100 different golf ball types from the top brands.  

We are also the leader in the industry for hockey swag, specializing in low quantity orders as well as large quantity orders.  With 
having NO MINIMUMS and NO SET UPS on our hockey items,  every group, no matter the size, can get customized logo’d goods.

Member: Follow us on:

www.NoveltyPrinters.com



3Setups

Factory Direct Setups

IN-HOUSE GOLF BALLS
• All catalogue prices include up to 2-color, single pole imprint
• Each additional color add $1.56 (G) per dozen or $1.95 (G) per 15 ball 
pack
• Additional plates $31.25 (G)
• Images with the most colors will be considered first pole

SECOND POLE
• Plates $31.25 (G) per color
• Second pole printing charges $3.12 (G) per dozen or $3.91 (G) per 15-ball 
pack
• Each additional color, add $1.56 (G) per dozen or $1.95 (G) per 15 ball 
pack

MINIMUM ORDERS
• 1-2 colors: 12 dozen
• 3-4 colors: 48 dozen
• Below minimum charge of $62.50 (G) per color

PRODUCTION TIME
• Production time is 5-10 working days after artwork approval

TERMS
• For new clients, payment is required on first order prior to shipping. After 
account applications are approved net 30 day terms.
• Orders of $3,000 (before taxes) require 25% down payment with order 
confirmation
• Orders may not be processed if accounts are in arrears
• All prices are subject to change without prior notice

TITLEIST / PINNACLE
3-4 week turnaround after art approval. Free first pole setup for 1-6 colors. 
Free second pole setup for 1-6 colors, minimum of 24 dozen. 
FIRST POLE PRINTING: Free up to 6 colors. 
SECOND POLE PRINTING: 24-47 dozen – $4.69 (G) per dozen; 
48+ dozen – $1.56 (G) per dozen
MINIMUM ORDER: 1-2 colors - 12 dozen, 3-6 colours - 24 dozen
FOB: New Market, ON.

TAYLORMADE 
3-4 week turnaround. First pole - Free 1-4 colors. 
Second pole- Free 1-4 colors, minimum of 24 dozen for 3-4 colors.
FIRST POLE PRINTING: Free up to 4 colors.
SECOND POLE PRINTING: $1.88(G) per dozen.
MINIMUM ORDER: 12 dozen.
FOB: Brantford, ON.

SHIPPING
• FOB : Winnipeg, MB
• Customer may request shipping insurance at their expense
• Customer assumes all responsibility for orders after they leave our 
warehouse

ARTWORK
• General sizing guidelines: Logo can fit within a 0.875 inch diameter 
circle. Maximum logo size varies depending on logo dimensions
• Vector artwork to be supplied by the customer, Adobe Illustrator (.AI or 
.EPS), PDF, or Corel Draw (.CDR) are acceptable formats
• Please ensure that all text has been converted to curves/outlines
• Artworks that needs to be created/ re-worked will be charged a 
minimum of $62.50 (G), any charges beyond this will be discussed with 
customer

COLOR MATCHING
• Free Pantone matching. If specific color is required, please provide 
Pantone number with purchase order
• Customer assumes responsibility for correct Pantone number
• We will not guarantee Pantone color matching on colored golf balls
• Pantone matching not available for 4-color process imprint. Pantone 
colors will be converted to 4-color process

ART APPROVAL
• Proofs will be faxed or e-mailed for approval before production
• If any changes occur after art has been approved, a charge of $31.25 (G) 
will be added
• Customer assumes responsibility for correctness of imprint

CALLAWAY
3-4 week turnaround after art approval. Free first pole setup for 1-6 colors. 
Free second pole setup for 1-6 colors, minimum of 24 dozen. 
FIRST POLE PRINTING: Free up to 6 colors. 
SECOND POLE PRINTING: $2.25(G) per dozen for 12-119 dozen, $0.75 (G) 
for 120+ dozen.
MINIMUM ORDER: 1-2 colors - 12 dozen, 3-6 colors - 24 dozen
FOB: Concord, ON

WILSON
3-4 week turnaround. Free setup for 1-4 colors for first and
second pole.
FIRST POLE PRINTING: Free 1-4 colors
SECOND POLE PRINTING: $3.75(G) per dozen.
MINIMUM ORDER: 12 dozen.
FOB: Belleville, ON.

In-House Setups



4 Golf Balls - Titleist

Factory Direct Option Available
See page 3 for factory setups and guidelines

TOUR SOFT
The new Tour Soft delivers category leading soft feel and commanding 
distance.  Built with the largest core ever in a Titleist golf ball, the Tour Soft 
provides responsive feel and very fast speed.  This soft core is surrounded by 
an ultra-thin 4CE grafted cover for excellent short game performance. Avail-
able in white and yellow.

VELOCITY
Titleist Velocity golf balls are powered for even more explosive distance. 
Reengineered with a softer LSX core and our fastest cover blend to generate 
even more distance. Titleist Velocity golf balls provide power, precision and 
playable feel. Available in white, orange, and pink.

DT TRUSOFT
Redesigned with a new core and a new cover delivering longer distance on all 
shots,  the new DT TruSoft is the softest feeling Titleist and provides superior 
distance through low spin on long shots and increased short game spin for 
stopping power on the green. Available in white and yellow.

PRO V1 / PRO V1X
The new Pro V1 and Pro V1x deliver extraordinary distance and consistent 
flight. And there’s more short game control, even softer feel and long-
lasting durability.  The Pro V1 and Pro V1x is a three-piece, multi-component 
technology with a very soft compression ZG process core, ionomeric casing 
layer, softer thermoset urethane elastomer cover, and spherically-tiled 352 
tetrahedral dimple design.



5Golf Balls - Pinnacle

Factory Direct Option Available
See page 3 for factory setups and guidelines

RUSH 15-PK
The new Pinnacle Rush is designed with proprietary high-energy core 
technology that produces fast ball speed for extraordinary distance on all full 
swing shots. Available in white and optic yellow.

SOFT 15-PK
The new Pinnacle Soft is engineered with a high-energy, extremely low 
compression core – Pinnacle’s lowest compression core ever – that delivers 
extremely soft feel along with low spin for long distance. Available in white, 
white with pink play number and side stamp, and optic pink.



6 Golf Balls - Callaway

Factory Direct Option Available
See page 3 for factory setups and guidelines

CHROME SOFT X
Four-piece, 90-compression 
ball made with an inner core, an 
outer core, a mantle layer and a 
urethane cover with hexagonal 
dimples providing more spin off 
the tee and from the fairway.

HEX DIABLO
The Hex Diablo’s unique Trionomer  cover blend is built to maximize ball speed 
and promote low driver spin for longer, straighter drives. HEX Aerodynamics 
creates long, penetrating distance, reduces drag and promotes a stable ball 
flight that holds its line in the wind.

WARBIRD
The Warbird golf ball is designed 
for distance seekers who want 
maximum flight along with a 
soft, high-energy core. Available 
in white and high optic yellow.

CHROME SOFT
Low spin off the driver for maxi-
mum ball speed and distance 
with the SoftFast Core. The 
optimized HEX Aerodynamics 
makes longer shots by reducing 
drag and increasing lift.

WARBIRD 2.0
The Warbird 2.0 two piece 
construction features a fast core, 
a durable Ionomer cover and 
the patented HEX Aerodynam-
ics, that delivers long ball flight 
every time.

SUPERSOFT
The new and improved Supersoft 
is Callaway’s lowest compres-
sion golf ball. It’s long, straight, 
and of course, it’s incredibly 
super soft. Available in white, 
yellow, pink, and multi-color.

SUPERHOT / SUPERHOT BOLD 15-PK
New Superhot with large, high energy core for fast ball speed and long 
distance with every club. Superhot Bold also available in matte red, matte 
yellow, and matte orange.

SOLAIRE
Perfect choice for women. With 
increased distance for your long 
clubs, soft feel off the club, and 
improved accuracy for straighter 
shots. Available in white and 
pink.

Novelty Printers
Exclusive
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Factory Direct Option Available
See page 3 for factory setups and guidelines

TP5 / TP5X
TP5 and TP5x feature a Tri-Fast Core and Dual-Spin Cover that combine for 
a 5-layer golf ball construction that is specifically engineered to perform 
with every club in your bag. The unique 3-layer core system in TP5 and TP5x 
features progressive compression, enabling maximum energy transfer and 
generating massive speed on full shots.

PROJECT (A)
Designed for competitive mid-
handicappers who need more 
approach-shot spin. Project (a) 
is long off every club and feels 
great around the greens. Avail-
able in white and yellow.

NOODLE
EASY DISTANCE
New Noodle Easy Distance is a 
new 2-piece ball with explosive 
core and anti-sheer cover. 

PROJECT (S)
The new Project (s) golf balls 
has a Dual-Distance Core which 
is a larger and softer 3-Layer 
core that reduces driver spin and 
adds speed. Available in matte 
white, yellow, and orange.

BURNER
Engineered for distance, durabil-
ity, and soft greenside feel. A 
softer feeling distance ball. Two-
piece, 342 dimple, Iothane™, 60 
ball compression.

NOODLE LONG
& SOFT 15-PK
The original Noodle Long and 
Soft with 2-layer construction, 
34 compression core and aero-
dynamic dimple pattern.
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Factory Direct Option Available
See page 3 for factory setups and guidelines

FG TOUR
4-piece construction provides 
feel and low driver spin, layers 
promote maximized velocity 
and the cast urethane cover 
generates tour-quality spin and 
control. 

WOMEN’S DUO SOFT
The original low compression 
golf ball is now easier to see 
and harder to ignore. Still the 
softest, longest and straightest, 
designed for female players in a 
unique, matte white finish. 

DUO URETHANE
Delivers low driver spin for more 
accurate tee shots, tour-quality 
spin for superb green side scor-
ing and the softest feel in the 
category.

DUO OPTIX
The original low compression golf ball is now easier to 
see and harder to ignore. Still the softest, longest and 
straightest, new Duo Soft Optix delivers all the benefits 
of Duo Soft in a matte, high-visibility finish that stands 
out in the air and on the green.  Available in matte red, 
yellow, orange, and lime

DUO SOFT
The original low compression 
golf ball is not only still the 
softest, longest and straight-
est, now it’s even longer, more 
durable, higher launching and 
even faster.

50 ELITE
The Wilson Staff Fifty Elite golf ball delivers balance 
to your game. Synergies between an advanced rubber 
core chemistry and a firm ionomer cover yield a fast, 
50 compression golf ball with powerful acceleration. 
Available in white, yellow, orange, and pink.

DUO SOFT SPIN
That great Duo soft feel but now 
with even more spin on higher 
lofted clubs and wedges to give 
players that added greenside 
control that better players are 
accustomed to.

ULTRA 500
12-PK / 15-PK
The Ultra 500 Straight golf balls 
provide a straighter ball flight 
and long-lasting durability to 
beginners with improving swing 
speeds. 

TRUE DISTANCE LONG / SOFT / WOMEN’S
The new Wilson Staff True Distance has advanced ball construction for maximizing your distance and optimal flight tra-
jectory. Its low compression offers a soft feel around the greens. Available in white, orange, yellow, and pink.
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MY TOUR BALL
3-piece, tour caliber golf ball engineered to provide outstanding tee to green 
performance, with a mission to enhance scoring for golfers of all skill levels. 
The core has been developed with a very low compression, soft feel, to help 
with ball speed regardless of swing speed and creates low driver spin rates.

GET SUM
High performance 2-piece golf ball that offers excellent feel and control. 
The large, soft low compression core again allows for the ball to have very 
low spin rates which increases distance and creates less hooks and slices. 
All with fast ball speeds for any swing speed, and exceptional soft feel and 
control.

Snell Golf Balls Now Exclusively Available In Canada For     
   Logo Printing Through Novelty Printers

Dean Snell is considered to be one of the foremost golf ball design authorities in the world. 

Before starting his own company, he spent 18 years at TaylorMade and is responsible for the invention of several key ball franchises including TP Red & Black, 
Penta (golf’s first five layer ball), Lethal and the Tour Preferred line which are played today by Sergio Garcia, Dustin Johnson, Jason Day, Justin Rose among oth-
ers. He also led the design of the Noodle, Burner, RocketBallz and Project (a) golf balls.

Before TaylorMade, Snell spent seven years with Titleist where he designed or co-designed several golf balls including the ProV1, Professional, Tour Prestige, 
HP2 Tour and HP2 Distance. Snell worked closely with Tiger Woods, Phil Mickelson and Davis Love III to bring cast urethane technology into the golf market.

ABOUT SNELL GOLF
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LADDIE X
The Laddie X generates hot 
distance off the driver with high 
launch and low spin producing 
a penetrating flight with a 372 
wind-cheating dimple design.

POWER DRIVE
The Powerdrive’s high velocity 
Muscle-Fiber Core and opti-
mized 372 Aerodynamic Dimple 
Design produce incredible ball 
speed and longer distance.

Z STAR
Engineered for golfers who 
demand maximum performance. 
The Srixon Z-STAR golf ball 
delivers unmatched technology 
with incredible feel. Available in 
white and yellow.

Z STAR XV
Engineered for golfers who 
demand maximum performance. 
The Srixon Z-STAR XV golf ball 
delivers unmatched technology 
with incredible feel. Available in 
white and yellow.

Q STAR TOUR
A premium, lower-compression 
golf ball with a urethane cover 
designed especially for golfers 
with moderate swing speeds 
who demand the performance 
and feel of a tour ball.

Q STAR
For golfers who demand 
premium performance in an 
all-ability golf ball. Delivers a 
superior combination of dis-
tance, accuracy, greenside spin 
and durability.

SOFT FEEL
Now in its 10th generation, 
provides even better feel on 
all shots, improved greenside 
spin and incredible distance 
and accuracy from tee to green. 
Available in white and yellow.

SOFT FEEL LADY
The new Srixon Soft Feel Lady 
golf ball, in its 5th generation, 
features the same performance 
benefits as the Soft Feel with a 
slightly higher launch. Available 
in white and pink.

MARATHON 15-PK
Engineered for distance and 
durability. The large, highly 
resilient core delivers extreme 
distance and the strong ionomer 
cover protects the ball from 
harsh elements.
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TOUR B X
Feel for more birdies and ac-
curacy to help control the ball on 
every shot. Enhanced feel from 
a softer cover with lower side 
spin from the gradation core 
construction.

TOUR B XS
Feel for more birdies and 
distance to help your attack the 
course. Enhanced feel from a 
softer cover with increased ball 
speed from the gradation core 
construction.

TOUR B RX
Distance to outperform the 
competition and accuracy to help 
you find the fairway. Enhanced 
distance comes from increased 
ball speed and aerodynamics. 
Available in white and yellow.

TOUR B RXS
Distance to give you an edge and 
feel to provide control around 
the green. Enhanced distance 
from increased ball speed and 
enhanced feel from a softer 
cover. 

E6 PRIOR GEN
The newly engineered WEB 
Dimple enhances surface cover-
age for improved straight ball 
flight for more distance.

E6 SPEED
High performance ball with 
remarkable initial velocity. The 
core is designed to provide 
incredible speed and low spin to 
deliver straight distance. Avail-
able in white and yellow.

E6 SOFT
High performance ball with an 
incredible soft feel. Designed 
to produce low driver and long 
iron spin for incredible straight 
distance. Available in white and 
yellow.

EXTRA SOFT
The newly designed Extra Soft 
delivers superior soft feel on all 
shots and longer distance with a 
straighter ball flight. Extra Soft 
gradational core, ionomer cover, 
330 seamless dimple design.

LADY
The newly designed Extra Soft 
delivers superior soft feel on all 
shots and longer distance with a 
straighter ball flight. Extra Soft 
gradational core, ionomer cover, 
330 seamless dimple design.
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GAMER
Features award-winning 
Dimple In Dimple Aerodynam-
ics and provides total 3-piece 
performance from tee to green, 
increased durability, longer dis-
tance and greenside control.

XL DISTANCE
Experience legendary distance 
and durability with XL Distance 
Golf Balls. Generates high, fast 
launch with longer carry and 
helps golfers leave the lay-ups 
behind. 

D2+ FEEL
Maximizing distance with 
increased ball speeds. Advanced 
distance technology Dimple in 
Dimple Aerodynamics built for 
maximum speed with a soft feel.

D2+ 15-PK PEARL / PINK / NEON
If you’re looking for the perfect ball for a woman’s swing speed, you’ve found it in the D2+ Diva. Offers exceptional feel off 
the clubface, relying on superior design rather than hard compression. Dimple in Dimple Aerodynamics increase distance 
for a wide range of players, while a high speed core adds the perfect balance of feel and ball speed. Available in pearl 
white, pink, and neon multi-color.

Novelty Printers
Exclusive

LOCO
The Loco golf ball is designed with a low compression to suit slower swing 
speeds. It has an 80 compression and is built to meet the needs of the aspir-
ing golfer. It has a highly durable surlyn cover and a large rubber core to give 
excellent distance on all shots.
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RAW DISTANCE LONG
The aerodynamic dimple pattern translates to high, stable launch, while 
the low-compression core unlocks softer feel for all swing speeds. A thin, 
cut-resistant cover not only improves durability but also affords more reliable 
spin rates no matter the conditions.

Novelty Printers
Exclusive

REVOLUTION
The Revolution’s 2-piece Ionomer cover construction feels soft off every club 
and generates great short-iron spin. Large, fast core features an increased 
Coefficient of Restitution to maximize energy for longer distance.

SOFTFLI
Maxfli’s softest golf ball features a 35 compression rating and delivers a 
blend of soft feel and greenside control. The soft ionomer blend cover outfit-
ted with a 332 dimple pattern further promotes soft feel while generating 
more consistent flight for all swing speeds. A 2-piece construction equips 
Maxfli SoftFli Golf Balls with decreased driver spin for explosive distance. 
Available in matte white, blue, orange, and green.

STRAIGHTFLI
New Maxfli Straightfli with 20% 
straighter flight equating to 
longer distance. Introducing new 
find the fairway dimple pattern.



14  Golf Balls - Custom Packaging

Step 1

Step 2

1-BALL CUBE
Individual golf balls packed in  
plastic cube.

1-BALL LOGO’D CUBE
Individual golf balls packed in  
full-color imprinted plastic cube.

1-BALL PILLOW PACK
Individual golf balls packed in  plastic pillow pack with two logo’d indestruc-
tible tees OR four blank wooden tees.

3-BALL TUBE
Three golf balls packed in clear 
plastic tube.

2- BALL TUBE
Two golf balls packed in clear 
plastic tube and four logo’d 
indestructible tees OR six blank 
wooden tees, with foam stand.

2-BALL PILLOW PACK
Two golf balls packed in plastic pillow pack with two logo’d indestructible 
tees OR four blank wooden tees.

Individual Packaging

Customize
your Order

Mix and match from our 
wide variety of in-house 
golf balls

Pick your packaging 
between our one-ball, two-
ball, or three-ball packs

Step 3
Choose your accessories



15Tees - Divot Repair Tools - Ball Markers

Includes:
• Two indestructible plastic tees with 1-color logo imprint
• One divot repair tool with full-color imprint
• One ball marker with full-color imprint
• Combo packs come in a polybag that you  can insert your busi-
ness card in!

*Business card 
not supplied

WOODEN TEES
 2 3/4” or 3 1/4” wood golf tees.  
Imprintable on shaft of tee, may 
include both text and simple 
logo in stock colors

Tees, Divot Repair Tools, & Ball Markers

Business Card
   Combo Pack

INDESTRUCTIBLE
WEDGE TEES
2 3/4” plastic wedge tees, 
imprintable on both sides with 
up to 2-colors. Large imprint 
area makes your logo even more 
visible.

DIVOT REPAIR TOOL
Plastic divot repair tools with 
full-color logo imprint

BALL MARKERS
Plastic ball markers with full-
color logo imprint
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Novelty Printers carries a wide variety of custom golf accessories and golf gear from 
top golf brands. For a complete list, availability, and customization options, visit 

Factory Golf Gear

GIFT SETS CUSTOM PACKAGED GOLF BALLS

STAND / CART BAGS TRAVEL GEAR GOLF CLUBS

GOLF WEAR

www.noveltyprinters.com
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Golf Accessories

IMAGE TOWELS
Mid-size 15”x18” white towel 
with big, full color logo. Apply 
photos, multiple sponsor logos 
or single large logo. Includes 
carabiner clip for attachment to 
golf or duffel bag.

DIAMOND TOWELS
12”x22” diamond-shaped towels 
with 500g cotton with velour 
finish front and full loop back 
with nickel plated attachment 
hardware. Embroidered with 
your logo with no extra charge.

TRI-FOLD TOWELS
16” x 22” towels with 500g velour finish cotton and nickel plated attachment 
hardware. Extra heavy all cotton terry with velour finish front and full loop 
back. Embroidered with your logo with laydown stitching included at no extra 
charge.

PLASTIC BAG TAGS
Plastic bag tags with full-color imprint on 1 or both sides. Ideal for golf 
tournaments, luggage and sports bag identification and event tags. Can be 
personalized with P-touch tape or engraving and includes strap (loop or 
buckle). Available in various shapes and sizes. 

IMPRINTED GOLF PENCILS
Can be imprinted with both text and simple logos. Available in plastic or 
wood, with or without eraser.
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Golf Accessories

ANIMAL HEADCOVERS
High quality animal headcover made with plush 
polyester fur with front embroidery. Fits most 
460cc drivers. Available in various animal styles. 

TOURNAMENT TEE MARKERS
5”x5” temporary tee markers made from high impact plastic may be used to 
display Tournament Name or Sponsor Names at each hole. These markers 
are an eye-catching yet subtle way of presenting your message to partici-
pants.  Includes full-color single-side or double-side imprint. 

PREMIUM TUBE FLAGS
White 200 denier Polyester ideal for multi-colour logos or when you want to 
present a picture with photo realism. May be designed with single logo using 
unlimited colors or with multiple logos in unlimited colors when more than 
one sponsor’s logo needs to be represented. 18”x14” flag with 13.5”x10.5” 
imprint area. 

SIDEWINDER HEADCOVERS
Fastest, easiest-to-use cover made with 600 
Denier Cordura nylon / polyester lining. Full zip-
per completely seals the club head in its cover. 
Available in Driver (fits most 460cc drivers) and 
Utility (fits hybrids and 3 woods). Includes 1 
embroidery up to 6000 stitches. 

WINE BOTTLE TOOL SET
Realistic bottle shaped wine tool set features 
custom bottle label with logo or event name in 
full colour and wood accented corkscrew and 
bottle stopper. 



19Power Banks - Customer-supplied Products

Power Banks

Customer Supplied Products
Novelty Printers offers 

custom Logo imprint for various 
customer supplied products • Laser engraving 

   with ink fill

• Full-color digital imprint

• Pad-printed 
   custom logo

*All products depicted are supplied for imprint by client 
  and are not distributed by Novelty Printers

10,000 mAH PORTABLE POWER BANKS
From elegant design to dual output, the sleek aluminum Lithium-Ion Power 
Bank has it all. Dual charging with a regular 1A output and an ultra-fast 
charging 2.1A! Ultra-slim at 10mm thick, with no limit full-colour, full cover-
age digital customization. Keep in your bag and promote your brand with 
every use.  Available in black and silver finish.

2,600 mAH MINI POWER BANKS
Small size, durable aluminum case, and simple operation using one button. 
Charge your mobile telephone or other device via micro USB on-the-go, while 
promoting your brand with the large imprint area. Available in black and 
silver finish. 

Now Available in Full Color,
                    Full Coverage  

                           Customization!
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Personalize 
Individual

Pucks

Hockey Pucks

FULL-COLOR IMPRINTED HOCKEY PUCKS
Official size and weight, game-ready hockey pucks with full-color digital 
imprint. Customize with your team or company logo, or personalize with 
individual player names and photo. No setup charge and no minimum order 
required. Available in regular or Canadian-made pucks.

No Setups, No Minimums!



21Mini Hockey Sticks

Personalize 
Individual
Sticks

No Setups,
No Minimums!

Mini Hockey Sticks

FULL-COLOR MINI HOCKEY STICKS
17.5” plastic mini hockey sticks with full-color digital imprint. Customize with 
your team or company logo, or personalize with individual player names and 
photo. Large imprint area both on shaft and blade, perfect for promoting your 
brand or team. No setup charge and no minimum order required. 
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SCARVES
Extremely soft, comfortable and 
warm fleece scarves produced in 
full color with outstanding image 
quality and durability. Print ap-
pears on the bottom 12” of both 
ends, one side.

TIES
Made of 100% white polyester 
and come in one generic size of 
3.75” x 56”, our stunning ties are 
printed in full color with endless 
color options, outstanding image 
quality and durability. 

Hockey Accessories

SKATE MATS
Durable 1/4” thick 11oz felt carpet with non-slip rubber backing and black 
bound edges.  Include your logo, team image and add in text - year, league, 
division, tournament, event, etc. Colors will change to match your team logo 
and colors. Available in two sizes: 19”x15” or 24”x18”

POLYESTER / COTTON TOWELS
Custom design your towels using any colors possible to match your team 
logo and colors. They are machine washable and the print will not fade. 
Polyester towels come with a full-color imprint on one side while the cotton 
towels have a full-color image strip. Available in various sizes.

Fully Customized Sublimated Products Perfect for Team Sets
or Personalized Individual Items!

No Minimums For Most Items  
No Setup Charge!
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MINI BANNERS
Mini banners printed in full color on thick, durable, smooth 14oz vinyl with 
grommets for easy hanging. We custom design your mini banners using any 
colors possible to match your team logo and colors. Our mini banners always 
hang flat and never curl, smooth to the touch, with no fraying around the 
edges. Available in three sizes of 9 x 18”, 12 x 24” and 18 x 36”

WATER BOTTLES
Custom design your water bottles using any colors possible to match your 
team logo and colors. No fading or peeling with our customized water bottles 
as the print is baked on! Individually packaged in foam bags and boxes for 
protection and easy distribution to each player. A great keepsake for player’s 
to use all year round. Available in white or silver aluminum.

Hockey Accessories

DOG TAGS
Dog tags produced in full color 
and are sublimated for outstand-
ing image quality and durability. 
Print appears on both sides of 
the dog tag. Comes in white or 
silver aluminum.

PENNANTS
Classic felt pennants custom de-
signed your pennants using any 
colours possible to match your 
team logo and colors. Available 
in two sizes: 12”x5” or 18”x8”



Distributed By:

Dunlop
Loco

Maxfli Revolution

Callaway 
Hex Diablo

MIX AND MATCH for a minimum order of  12 dozen and get up to 
2-color imprint WITH NO SETUP CHARGE!

     Novelty Printers
    Exclusives


